Hairpin formation of d(CGCG-TA-CGCG), d(CGCG-TG-CGCG) and their cytosine methylated analogs.
Hairpin formations of decamers d(CGCG-TA-CGCG), d(CGCG-TG-CGCG), and their m5dC analogs are evidenced by the existence of biphasic absorbance melting profiles in which the lower transition temperature increases with increasing oligomer concentration, whereas the higher melting temperature is concentration independent. The corresponding temperature dependent CD intensity at 285 nm exhibits a maximum around 55 degrees C. These observations are consistent with the interpretation that the lower temperature transition corresponds to the duplex to hairpin transformation while the melting of hairpins into single strands constitutes the higher temperature transition. The CD spectrum of the hairpin conformation appears to be characterized by a couplet with nearly equal positive and negative intensities at 285 and 255 nm, respectively, while a significantly smaller intensity at 285 nm is apparent for the duplex form. The hairpin conformation is suspected to contain a two-nucleotide loop. Titrations with NaCl further suggest that, in contrast to the TA sequence, the TG sequence with wobble base pairing favors Z formation under high salt conditions.